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How do those chic French females eat most that chocolate, cheese and pastry - and almost all that
delicious French bread - and still stay slim? They don't really count calories. Few visit a gym. After a quarter
century struggling with unwanted weight, in her mid-20s, Anne Barone used methods she learned from
fashionable French women to lose 55 pounds. With her Chic & Slim program - her translation of those
techniques designed for lifestyle outside France - she has stayed slim more than 40 years. Is their slimming
secret chic personal style? In Chic & Slim: How Those Chic French Ladies Eat All That Rich Food BUT
STILL Stay Slim, writer Anne Barone shares French secrets to dressing fashionable and staying thin. In
Chic & Slim, Anne Barone shows women just about everywhere how they can eat aswell, yet stay as slender
as chic French females.
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I'm SO glad that is finally out on Kindle.lower carb) work better. A common sense book Good notion for
someone. For more biochemistry that lines up with Annes book see  Since I couldn't exercise for some
weeks, I looked toward managing my fat through my diet. I've found this book among my most useful, in
my personal battle against pounds.In this book, Anne clarifies how she lost weight after living in France and
similarly importantly, how her former American habits got her in to the trouble in the first place. Her
anecdotal style, filled with observations and reminiscences show how she dropped the fat, and how she held
it off for the past 40+ years!!! This is not a person who lost 5 pounds and held it off and is crowing about
her achievement from this past year.I'm sure there are very similar books, and some of those could be
better. She were able to change her life PERMANENTLY using French techniques.I've lost and kept off 30
lbs today over the last 6 roughly years.. This is a lifestyle transformation, permanent changes that resulted
in my first long lasting weight loss." remain quite". I've had direct experience with yo yo diet plans, always
gaining back again a little more than my starting weight. Oh I can hear the judgemental cries, "all you have
to is perseverence" or the additional one "you are simply lazy". My wellness has improved immensely recently,
but I wouldn't get back to the house in the event that you paid me! If perseverence or work was all
there was to slimming down, and keeping it off, then I can sell you a bridge in Brooklyn honey!Oddly enough,
some years after taking her advice on full fat cheese and yogurt, I found news articles in research results

that showed higher fat diets (& I am hoping the sequels make it to Kindle soon too.. The French diet
works for very simple physiologic principles. This is in print a long time before French Women DO NOT GET
Fat by Mireille Guiliano or Debra Ollivier's Entres Nous had been written. As I explain in my "Encore" review
addition, I downsized to a flat condo from a residence 3 years back this fall(medical issues).Why We Get
Fat: And How to proceed ABOUT ANY OF IT.they know it is simpler to get that Arabs and Israelis to the
negotiating table than persuading a husband to completely clean the garage and mow the lawn.Primal Body,
Primal Brain: Beyond the Paleo Diet for Total Health insurance and a Longer Life  When I was a two-pack-
a-day s Sorry, but something the writer refuses to acknowledge is the reality that French women smoke
like chimneys. If you notice that she says the same factors as Mireille does, remember that is because the
observations of French behaviors around food and pounds haven't changed very much.also mention why the
traditional French method of eating, tends toward weight loss and higher degrees of nutrition. She
compares attitudes toward food and eating in addition to societal norms between French and Us citizens
to help people understand why some cultural variations are hurting us.In those days I'd been really
considering this little passage out of this book.That is about understanding why many AMERICANS have
trouble with weight. Consuming seasonally, locally and less processed food items ensures better diet, with
much less cravings. She actually is NOT trying to recreate France in America or cause Us citizens to hate
themselves as some previous reviewers of her printing books appeared to think.She actually is trying to
explain some key reasons French women have an advantage, an advantage. And she lays out methods for
North American readers to grab hold of those habits and adapt them into THE UNITED STATES with it's
superhighways, supermarkets and various other "conveniences". We may not be able to shop like a
Parisienne with ready usage of little shops and suppliers carrying farm refreshing produce, meats and dairy,
nor perform we walk almost everywhere, but things such as eating full fats yogurt, or walking more and
taking the stairs, using smaller portions are plentiful.It really is worth remembering that this publication in
it's paper type, came out very long before French Women Don't Get Body fat and it's really sequels. People
in america have gone from relaxed and laid back to lazy.Deep Nourishment: Why Your Genes Need
Traditional Food  Related observations are created by Lessons from Madame Chic,Losing It In France-Les

Secrets Of The French Diet plan and  You get more of a sense of the core truth of something, rather
than one people' opinion.The French Women's DietI find it most useful whenever a lot of authors say the
same thing in different ways. That's key. This reserve is about so much more than diet. This makes her
book even more valuable since it displays the French heritage of weight management before current trends



started to bend France.Edited to add, thankfully 3 other Anne books have managed to get to Kindle.I am
hoping the sequels produce it to the kindle quickly, I will purchase them immediately! It really is well worth
noting that since the zero fat low cholesterol message hit France, they as well are starting to battle a lot
more obesity. I did buy them and am delighted with their quality on my Kindle and that all of them managed
to get into Kindle format without loss of articles. Hoping that Methods and Armoire, Boudour, Cuisine and
Savvy also make it into Kindle..As to why Women Need Fat: How "Healthy" Food Makes Us Gain Excess
Weight and the Surprising Alternative to Losing It Forever, and Seeing that Anne says, a bit of fat and
protein enables you to satisfied with smaller sized portions, and the fresher, better make is filled with
better degrees of nutrition, which means you are content with less. "French women organize their
households in an easier fashion. The outcomes correspond with what this author personally experienced and
observed.. slim" right after breaking a toe after a workout... It's fun to observe how current research is
backing up why the French paradox works the way it does. In France if you would like grass, oxygen and
trees you go to the recreation area.Something Anne said in this publication on housework really impacted
my life.. She quit smoking and lo and behold, she's sporting a substantial amount of squish.)-I'm
understanding how to enjoy simple pleasures more, this means I'm not nearly as fixated in food. The
furniture I bought was condominium sized and easy caution. Simple lines, clean decor. Easy to look after.I

started living "chic &. Slowly my weight continues coming down.French women have wisely setup systems of
shopping and home management that minimize their exhaustion and distress and maximize their
pleasure!"Zero kidding! Both make the judge audio so strong, so difficult operating and the struggler sound
lazy and weak. A fun and IMPORTANT publication for each and every woman to read! My mom was part
French, so I was lucky enough to grow up with someone to encourage me, "take time for yourself," &Like
Anne, I've struggled with weight all my life.-I purchased a beautiful set of meals and flatware to enjoy at
my table: the new plates deter my "junk" cravings (I'd feel silly eating "junk" from my good plates). I was
NEVER taught that carrying out that was self centered. It had been a kind way to take care of myself
and a respectful method to step out into the world. Anne Barone can be a loving French mother to girls of
all ages! Everything my beautiful mom stated, she repeats, in the same no-nonsense way. I am so happy to
read her words and become reminded of my past, plus become reinforced to take pride in myself always.
Not pride in a snobbish method, but as in employment well done. French females don't take lousy treatment
of themselves. They consider proper care of themselves. Prior to the low fat cholesterol is normally evil
mentality strike France, and before snacking and junk food invaded. It's true, my mom enjoyed eating and
consuming whatever she wanted, including Haagen-Dazs and Hershey Pubs, but she did have tricks like
limiting her portions, sipping herb tea in the afternoon and taking pleasure in salads sometimes - just as
much as wealthy foods - that kept her slender & elegant before day she died. Anne teaches everybody how
exactly to do this in a non-stressful method. Even more useful Anne's publication reflects observations
from the mid 60's, much like Mireille G's books reflecting the same period. We need not make a whole lot of
drastic changes. We just have to be good to ourselves. In fact, I bought a paper copy of the book for one
of my close friends, who is also starting to see outcomes from eating "fashionable & Great Starter Guide
so you can get a "French" Mindset I got a copy of "Chic & Slim Encore" on my Kindle app, and was so
impressed with it that I decided to purchase the initial "Chic & Slim" book. This book is filled with helpful,
practical strategies for shedding pounds the French way. These methods are an easy task to put into
action and inexpensive."Less home and yard function means less exhaustion.because French women tend to
be more realistic about men. I think this reserve, and Anne's additional writing on the subject of excess

weight control using French habits and techniques are value their pounds in gold. I began eating French
style breakfast, then I incorporated French lunch time and dinners. My tummy is certainly flatter, and I
haven't actually mixed this with any routines! I can't wait to observe how quickly my body "shape up" when
my toe is usually completely healed, and I make contact with the fitness center. They respect themselves



a d expect respect from others. slim":-Focusing on fresh, "true" foods has shortened enough time I spend
in food markets.-With just a little planning, I could easily cook a good meal every night in under an hour
(part of that is because lightly steaming fresh vegetables takes almost no time, and preferences
delicious).-My new love affair with mineral water gives me a carbonation "fix" without adding an inch to my
waistline (SCORE! My husband and I bought the condominium, sold the home, and proceeded to decorate it
according to French minimalism as explained by Anne. Those had been her words. A Classic An extremely
useful insight and interpretation on how anyone can incorporate the French way within their lives. This can
be someone who proceeded to go from a size 18 to a size 3, and has held it off for over 40 years! But I'm
happy with what I've learned from Anne Barone. MOST OF US deserve that! slim". I got this in paper form
some years back.-My family is normally eating fresher food, and we are all better for this. Thanks again
then! Easy, Cute Quick , Easy, Cute , Go through ! Enjoyed the book ! Awesome read very informative I
loved the publication I want someone would write a reserve on how to turn down men with grace the
French way Thoroughly enjoyable. Fun and fascinating. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. Loved it It gave me
a good idea of French existence and how they operate.I don't want to rehash the complete publication, but
I'll mention factors that I am incorporating, along with changes that I've noticed since I actually starting
living "chic & Great way to check out factors. Her observations are from the 50's and 60's and early 70's

from her childhood house in Texas, to France, and back to America. but something the author refuses to
acknowledge may be the fact that French women smoke cigarettes like chimneys.and  When I was a two-
pack-a-day smoker I was very thin. As soon as I quit, I got fat. Perhaps you have seen Catherine
Deneuve lately?"I read that a few moments in the years when i bought the publication, while my health
deteriorated, and when it came period that I couldn't carry out stairs safely, I remembered what Anne
stated, gave my head a quick shake, and considered the lovely parks nearby, and your choice was easy. The
writer includes a mean-streak that I don't appreciate. She actually went to so considerably as to say, on
her website, that she wished she could limit who was simply allowed to watch her site as she didn't want
ladies who vote Republican to make use of her "methods". Save your money, cook your very own food, and
go for a walk. When I finished the 6 books in the series, I started them over the next day. Great info
that I started implementing immediately Loved it! Highly recommend. Great information that I started
implementing immediately. Loved it! My just negative comment is the proofreading or lack thereof. Poor
syntax and dropped words abound. If there is another printing, I extremely suggest utilizing a qualified
proofreader.
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